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Abstract

In this work we present some comparative qualitative results of optic flow estimation in PIV and satellite fluid

image sequence. This work has been done in the context of the FLUID Specific Targeted Research project - Contract

No 513633 founded by the CEE. The main goal of this paper is to compare in a very basic way 3 optic flow estimation

methods in the context of some fluid image sequence provided to us by AEROBIO-CEMAGREF and the ”Laboratorire

de Métórologie Dynamique de la Ecole Polytechnique” both partners of the FLUID project.

In order to simplify the comparison and better understand the comparison results we have used just 2 images of

each sequence, so no temporal smoothing or another 3D preprocessing have been performed. We have also implemented

ourself in C language the 3 optic flow methods in order to better understand each method and to be sure about what

are we doing.

The organization of the paper is as follows: In section 1, we describe the optic flow methods we use for comparison

purposes. In section 2 we present an invariant analysis of the methods. In section 3, we present the numerical

experiments and finally in section 4 we present some conclusions and future works.

1 Optic flow methods

Optical flow computation consists of finding the apparent motion of objects in a sequence of images. Recovering this
displacement field is a key problem in computer vision and much research has been devoted to this field during the last
two decades. For a survey of these activities we refer to Mitiche and Bouthemy [11], and performance evaluations of some
of the most popular algorithms include papers of Barron et al. [3], and Galvin et al. [7].

We consider two images I1(x, y) and I2(x, y) which represent two consecutive views in a sequence of images. The optic
flow is given by a function h(x, y) = (u(x, y), v(x, y)) which represents the displacement of each point, that is, given a
point (x, y) in image I1() the location of this point in image I2() is given by (x + u(x, y), y + v(x, y)).

1.1 Partial differential equation based method (PDE method)

One important class of optical flow methods consists of so-called differential methods. Most of these methods can be
expressed as the minimization of an energy which consist in the addition of 2 terms including a weight parameter. The
first one is a data term where some comparison image criterion is assumed and the second one is a regularity term where
some smoothing constraint on the flow h(x, y) is introduced.

Concerning the data term, a lot of different assumptions can be introduced, the simplest one (that we are going to
use in this paper) is just to assume that the image intensity is equal in 2 corresponding points. that is

I1(x, y) = I2(x + u(x, y), y + v(x, y)), ∀(x, y) ∈ Ω. (1)

a very important limitation of this method is that if the light conditions change from one image to the next one the
assumption is completely wrong. Another types of assumptions which are less sensitive to light conditions are the
equality of image intensity gradient (see [6]) or mutual information (see [8])

Concerning the regularity term, the simplest one, introduced in the context of optic flow estimation by Horn and
Schunck in [9] is

∫

Ω

∥

∥∇h
∥

∥

2

dx

which reflects the assumption that the optical flow field varies smoothly in space. However, since many natural image
sequences are better described in terms of discontinuous flow, much research has been done to modify the Horn and
Schunck approach in order to permit such discontinuous flow fields; see [4, 5, 10, 12, 14, 15, 12]. In this paper we will
consider a regularity term studied in [1] based on the one introduced in [12] which allows discontinuities preservation on
the flow. This term is given by the expression

∫

Ω

trace
(

(

∇h
)T

D (∇I1)
(

∇h
)

)

dx (2)
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where D (∇I1) is a regularized projection matrix in the direction perpendicular of ∇I1:

D (∇I1) =
1

|∇I1|2 + 2λ2

{

(

∂I1
∂y

−∂I1
∂x

) (

∂I1
∂y

−∂I1
∂x

)T

+ λ2Id

}

. (3)

D(∇I1) has the eigenvectors v1 := ∇I1 and v2 := ∇I⊥1 . The corresponding eigenvalues are given by

λ1(|∇I1|) =
λ2

|∇I1|2 + 2λ2
, λ2(|∇I1|) =

|∇I1|
2 + λ2

|∇I1|2 + 2λ2
. (4)

We observe, that λ1 + λ2 = 1 holds independently of ∇I1. In the interior of objects we have |∇I1| → 0, and therefore
λ1 → 1/2 and λ2 → 1/2. At ideal edges where |∇I1| → ∞, we obtain λ1 → 0 and λ2 → 1. Thus, we have isotropic
behavior within regions, and at image boundaries the process smooths anisotropically along the edge. So, finally the PDE
method we are going to use in this paper is associated to the minimization of the energy

E(h) =

∫

Ω

(I1(x, y) − I2(x + u(x, y), y + v(x, y)))
2
dx + C

∫

Ω

trace
(

(

∇h
)T

D (∇I1)
(

∇h
)

)

dx. (5)

where C is a positive constant

Implementation details and parameter descriptions

To estimate the minimum of the above energy we compute the Euler-Lagrange equations of the energy and we compute
local minima of the energy by calculating the asymptotic state (t → ∞) of the associate PDE system

∂u

∂t
= C div (D (∇I1) ∇u) +

(

I1(x) − I2(x + h(x))
) ∂I2

∂x
(x + h(x)) (6)

∂v

∂t
= C div (D (∇I1) ∇v) +

(

I1(x) − I2(x + h(x))
) ∂I2

∂y
(x + h(x)). (7)

we solve iteratively this equation using a semi-implicit discretization which yields to solve a linear system of equation to
go from the solution at time t to the solution at time t + δt.

In order to speed up the algorithm and to avoid to get trapped in spurious local minima we use a pyramidal approach,
that is we zoom down several times the original images, we compute the flow at the lower image resolution using as initial
guess for the flow, u ≡ v ≡ 0 and then we zoom up the flow information to the upper resolution images and we use such
extrapolated flow information as initial guest to solve the equations in the upper resolutions.

Concerning C and λ parameters we replace them for 2 normalized ones which has a more physical meaning. We
normalize the parameters C and λ in such a way that the energy E(h) becomes invariant under spatial transformation of
the form (I1, I2) → (kI1, kI2). We compute C and λ by means of two parameters α and s ∈ (0, 1) that are calculated via

C =
α

max
x

(|∇I1(x)|2)
, s =

∫ λ

0

H|∇I1|(z)dz (8)

where H|∇I1|(z) represents the normalized histogram of |∇I1|. We name s the isotropy fraction. When s → 0, the
diffusion operator becomes anisotropic at all locations, and when s → 1, it leads to isotropic diffusion everywhere. So
now C = C(α,∇I1), and λ = λ(s,∇I1). With this normalization of C and λ, the energy E(h) is invariant under grey level
transformation of the form (I1, I2) → (kI1, kI2). In practical applications of our method it is thus sufficient to specify the
parameters α and s instead of C and λ. The parameters C and λ are then automatically adjusted to the dynamic image
range in each step of the focusing procedure.

So to resume the parameters of the method are :

• sigma : standard deviation of the Gaussian convolution we use for preprocessing the images to remove pixel noise.
So we replace I1 and I2 by Gσ ∗ I1 and Gσ ∗ I2 In all the numerical experiments we present in this paper σ = 1.

• Number of zooms in the pyramidal resolution approach: The number of zoom resolutions we use (at each
zoom resolution the image dimensions are divided by 2) in this paper the number of zooms used is 3 or 4 depending
on the expected flow magnitude (larger is the flow, bigger has to be the number of resolutions to find out the flow)

• Smoothing parameter α. The weight of the smoothing term. Bigger is this term biggest is the influence of the
regularity term and a more regularity is expected in the flow. In all the numerical experiences we present α = 1.

• isotropic fraction s. The percentage of points used as edges to define the parameter λ of the diffusion matrix
D (∇I1) , bigger is s more isotropic is the diffusion. lower is s more discontinuities are allowed in the flow. In all
the numerical experiences we present s = 0.15

• Asymptotic time to solve the PDE: limit time to solve the PDE. In the numerical experiences we present the
asymptotic time varies from 500 to 1000. This parameter could be automatically estimated by the method based
in some error criterion.
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• Time step discretization to solve the PDE. Since we use a semi-implicit discretization scheme we can use a
big time step. In all the numerical experiences we present we fit this time step δt = 10. Bigger is this time step
faster is the method but we loss precision concerning the actual solution of the PDE.

• Number of iterations to solve the linear system to go from the solution at t to the solution at t + δt.
We use a Gauss-Seidel iterative technique to solve such linear system. In all the numerical experiences we present
we use 10 Gauss-Seidel iterations. This parameter could be automatically estimated by the method based in some
error criterion.

1.2 Correlation based optic flow estimation technique (COR method)

Correlation based technique has been extensively used to optic flow estimation. Given a point (x, y) ∈ Ω and a correlation
window W we define the correlation function

C(x′, y′) =

∫

W

I1(x + l, y + m)I2(x
′ + l, y′ + m)dldm

where I1(), I2() are periodically defined outside the domain (x, y) + W. Correlation can be used as a similarity criterion
to compare image I1 and I2 in the domain (x, y) + W . Bigger is the correlation more similar are the signals. So we can
define the flow as

u(x, y) = x′ − x (9)

v(x, y) = y′ − y (10)

where (x′, y′) is the point where C(x′, y′) attains its maximum in (x, y) + W.

Implementation details and parameter descriptions . The implementation of the method is straightforward: We
use the FFT transform to compute the Fourier transform of the correlation function, then we inverse the Fourier transform
to come back to the correlation C(x′, y′) and then we just compute the maximum. We have not used any method to
reduce the influence of the signal periodicity assumption (like mirroring the images or to insert an extra boundary layer).
In all the experience we present we take a correlation window of size 64x64.

1.3 Structure tensor based techniques (STE method)

Structure tensor is a well known image shape analysis tool. Given an image I1(), the structure tensor matrix in a point
(x, y) at the scale σ is given by

S1,σ(x, y) = Gσ ∗

(

∂I1
∂y

−∂I1
∂x

) (

∂I1
∂y

−∂I1
∂x

)T

where Gσ is a Gaussian function of standard deviation σ. The eigenvalues λ1,σ
min

(x, y) , λ1,σ
max(x, y) and the eigenvectors

ē1,σ
max(x, y), ē1,σ

min
(x, y) of S1,σ(x, y) has some nice shape interpretation. Basically ē1,σ

min
(x, y) represents at the scale σ the

dominant shape orientation, λ1,σ
max(x, y) represents the dominant gradient norm (power 2) and λ1,σ

min
(x, y) represents the

orientation variation.
The STE method is based in a multiscale comparison of structure tensor information at different scales. Given a point

(x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ Ω we define the similarity criterion

Dste(x, y, x′, y′) =
N

∑

i=1

wi,0 |I
σi

1
(x, y) − Iσi

2
(x′, y′)| +

N
∑

i=1

wi,1

∣

∣

∣
λ1,σi

min
(x, y) − λ2,σi

min
(x′, y′)

∣

∣

∣
+ (11)

N
∑

i=1

wi,2

∣

∣λ1,σi

max(x, y) − λ2,σi

max(x
′, y′)

∣

∣ + Orientation(x, y, x′, y′) (12)

where N is the number of scales σi used, Iσ
i = Gσ ∗ Ii, wi,j are the weight of each term and Orientation(x, y, x′, y′)

represents an orientation comparison criterion given by

Orientation(x, y, x′, y′) =

N
∑

i=1

wi,3

∣

∣

∣
< ē1,σi

max(x, y), ē2,σi

max(x
′, y′) > −< ē1,σi

max(x, y), ē2,σi

max(x′, y′) >
∣

∣

∣

where < ., . > is the usual scalar product and < ē1,σi

max(x, y), ē2,σi

max(x′, y′) > is the average in N of the scalar product

Implementation details and parameter descriptions . The implementation of the method is straightforward: We
compute the Gaussian convolution for the different scales the structure tensor information in both images and for each
point (x, y) we compute the point (x′, y′) which minimize Dste(x, y, x′, y′) in a window (x, y) + W. The parameters of the
method are :
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• {σi}i=1,..,N : standard deviation of the Gaussian used. In all the experiments we present we use N = 5 and
σi = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

• weights wi,j : The weight for each term. We normalize the weights (for j = 0, 1, 2) by dividing each term by the
maximum of the compared parameter in image I1. After this normalization we choose in all experiments we present
wi,j ≡ 1.

• The size of the comparison window W . In the numerical experiences we present we use a window centered in
point (x, y) with a radius one pixel bigger than the maximum expected flow magnitude.

2 An invariant analysis of the methods

In this section we present a brief invariant analysis of the optic flow estimation methods we use in this paper.

2.1 Invariance under variation of the light conditions.

In PIV real sequence the light conditions change a lot from one image to the next one. Locally we can assume that in
a window neighborhood W of each point we have that the influence of the variation of the light condition is given by 2
local light condition constants L(x, y) and K(x, y), that is

I2(x
′, y′) ≃ K(x, y)Ĩ2(x

′, y′) + L(x, y) for (x′, y′) ∈ (x, y) + W (13)

where I2(x
′, y′) represents the actual image taking by the camera and Ĩ2(x

′, y′) would represented the image I2(x
′, y′)

taking with the same light conditions than I1(x, y).
Under the assumption (13) the correlation technique (COR method) behaves very well because the transformation

defined by (13) in the correlation window function has not influence at all in the location of the correlation maxima. The
PDE method behaves very bad because the data term assumption fails completely. In the case of the STE method, if
K(x, y) = 1, the only term which is sensitive to L(x, y) is the image convolution Gσ ∗ I, so if we remove this term by
taking wi,0 = 0, this method would be invariant under the this kind of light condition variation.

2.2 Invariance under similarity transformation

A similarity transformation is given by the spatial transformation

S(x, y) = λR

(

x
y

)

+

(

x0

y0

)

where R is a rotation matrix. First, we will analysis what happen if we apply the same similarity transformation to
both images. In the PDE method the energy (5) is invariant under similarity transformation, that is if h̄(x, y) is a local
minimum of (5) then h̄(S(x, y)) will be a local minimum of the energy associated to I1(S(x, y)) and I2(S(x, y)). The STE
methods is also invariant but we have to adapt the standard deviations to the similarity, that is, we have to change σi

by λσi, as well as the search window W by S(W ). In the COR method we have also to adapt the window size to the
similarity, that is change W by S(W ). The problem is that if we want to use the FFT we have to work with rectangular
window with dimensions power of 2. So in this case, usually we have to use the same local window W after applying the
transformation S(x, y) so we loss this invariant.

Next we are going to study the case of I2(x, y) = I1(Id+S(x, y)), that is, the second image I2() is provided by an spatial
similarity transformation of I1(). In this case what we will like to find out is that the flow be h̄(x, y) = S(x, y). In the STE
method, if λ = 1, we have that the similarity criterion (12) is 0 for (x′, y′) = (x, y)+S(s, y), so the optimal solution will be
h̄(x, y) = S(x, y). If λ 6= 1 we have to adapt the standard deviations σi = λσi to compute the structure information in the
case of image I2(). In the case of the PDE method the data term behaves very well because I2(x, y) = I1(Id+ S(x, y)) so
h̄(x, y) = S(x, y) is perfect. However the smoothing term is not equal to cero. So we can not ensure that h̄(x, y) = S(x, y)
would be the optimal solution (except in the case of pure translation where the smoothing term will be 0) but we can
expect a good behavior if the transformation S(x, y) is not too strong. Concerning the COR method, if S(x, y) is a pure
translation of small magnitude with respect to the correlation window size we have to expect a good behavior because the
boundary influence produced by the periodicity assumption of the signal can be neglected. However the behavior with
respect to a general similarity transformation is more difficult to analysis and it would depend strongly of the shape of
the signal to compare.

Another interesting problem is to analysis what happen if I2(x, y) = I1(Id + S(x, y)) in a subregion R ⊂ Ω and
I2(x, y) = I1(Id + S′(x, y)) in another subregion R′ ⊂ Ω. with 2 different similarity transforms S(x, y) and S′(x, y). This
situation is quite natural, in the case, for instance, of 2 objects moving in different directions in the image. The main
problem will appear in the boundary region between R and R′. Methods PDE and STE are much more local than COR
method so we can expect than the perturbation introduced in the boundary layer between R and R′ be smaller for PDE
and STE method than for COR method.
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3 Numerical Experiments

In this section we present some numerical experiences on PIV and satellite image fluid image sequences. In figure 1 we
illustrate some of the test sequences we use. For each sequence we present the optic flow obtained by the 3 methods in
2 different ways. First we present an usual arrow representation and secondly an image representation where the flow
(u(x, y), v(x, y)) is stored in 2 images (ũ(x, y), ṽ(x, y)) defined by

ũ(x, y) = 128 + Ku(x, y)ṽ(x, y) = 128 + Kv(x, y) (14)

where K > 0 is a constant fitted for visualization purposes. In each experiment K is the same for the 3 methods we use,
but it can change from one experiment to another one.

In figures 2 and 3 we present the results for a uniform synthetic flow. In this very simple case, the 3 methods provide
good results. There are some noise in the boundary produced by the oclusion phenomenum.

In figures 4 and 5 we present the results for a synthetic Pouseuille flow. The results of the 3 methods are reasonable.
We observe that PDE method provides a smoother flow than the other methods. STE method presents some orientation
errors with some arrows which are not horizontal.

In figures 6 and 7 we present the results for a synthetic lamb-Oseen flow. The results of the 3 methods are reasonable.
In figures 8 and 9 we present the results for a synthetic sink flow. The results of the 3 methods are reasonable. We

observe that, as it is expected, some singularities appear in the center of the sink. The singularity area is bigger in the
case of the COR method than in PDE and STE methods because these last ones are more locals.

In figures 10 and 11 we present the results for a synthetic vortex flow. Again a singularity area appears in the center
of the vortex and again this area is bigger in the case of the COR method.

In figures 12 and 13 we present the results for a synthetic potential flow around a cylinder with circulation. In this
case COR method fails in a quite big area around the cylinder border. The reason is that in this area we have a strong
flow discontinuity between the inside part of the cylinder which is static and the outside part of the cylinder where a high
velocity turbulent flow appear. COR method can not manage correctly this situation. The results of PDE and STE are
much better. Some errors appear inside the cylinder for PDE method because the cylinder is supposed to be static and
the method provide some displacements. The reason is that since the cylinder has a constant intensity value (see figure
1), the data term constraint can not provide a unique solution for the flow (aperture problem) so the regularity constraint
influence produce the displacements inside the cylinder.

In figures 15,16,14,15 and 16 we present the results for a real PIV flow. In the case of real PIV sequences, we have
that the light conditions change a lot from an image to the next one. So in particular PDE method fails (as it is showed
if figures 15 and 16). However, since COR method is much more robust with respect to light conditions, COR method
can deals with the variation of light conditions and it provides a reasonable result. In order to normalize images with
respect to light conditions we will preprocess the images in the following way. First we compute M1, the mean of image
I1,, then we define the normalized images Ĩ1(x, y), Ĩ2(x, y) by

Ĩ1(x, y) = M1 + I1(x, y) − Gσ ∗ I1(x, y) for (x, y) ∈ Ω (15)

Ĩ2(x, y) = M1 + I2(x, y) − Gσ ∗ I2(x, y) for (x, y) ∈ Ω (16)

where Gσ is a Gaussian function, σ is supposed to be quite big (σ = 16 in the numerical experiments). The effect of such
normalization is showed in figure 14. Roughly speaking we would say that we get the light conditions normalization by
the subtraction to the original image of an average of the image in a large neighborhood, we add the constant M1, just
to have that the normalized images has a similar range that I1 . Of course this normalization will not work for usual
natural images but PIV are of a very particular type and we can assume, in some way, that the information of the particle
displacement depend just on the local intensity variation and it is independent of the local intensity average, so the local
intensity average value depends just on the light conditions, and it is just such local intensity average information that
we are removing in the normalization. In figure 17 and 18 we show the results obtained after normalization of light
conditions by preprocessing the images as indicated above. In this case the result of the PDE method changes completely
with respect to the original image pairs and after normalization it becames reasonable. STE method fails in any case and
it provides completely spurious solutions. Probably, the reason is that from a point of view of shape analysis, there are
not enough shape information in the real PIV sequence in order to compare 2 PIV images.

Next we will present some results on MSG satellite image sequences. We will use 4 channels: c0.81 in the visible
infrared wavelengts. c10.8 in the thermal infrared radiation and c6.25 and c7.35 in the water vapour channels and 2
geographical areas: AfGG (West-Central Africa + Gulf of Guinea) and Natl (North Atlantic + Western Europe)

In figures 19 and 20 we present the results for Natl area and c0.81 channel. We observe that even if roughly speaking
we can say that the moving area are similar in the 3 methods, there are some strong qualitative difference. Since the
PDE method is the only one which works in float precision, we obtain a bigger number of displacement options. In COR
method we loss some structures, like the vortex located in the upper left corner of the image. The STE provides a very
noisy flow, probably because shape boundary clouds change a lot from an image to the next one. In the other channels
of the NAtl area we observe basically the same behavior (see figures 21,22, 23,24,25 and 26)

In the AfGG area (see figures 27,28,29, 30,31,32,33 and 34) the behavior is also similar.
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4 Conclusions and future works

We have compared from a qualitative point of view 3 optic flow estimation methods which use very different strategies
in the context of fluid image sequences. Correlation techniques are simple, easy to manage (just a single parameter, the
correlation window size) and it is very robust with respect to light condition variations. The main limitation is that
it can fails in areas where the flow presents strong discontinuities. PDE method is more difficult to understand and to
manage (several parameters to fit) even if the same choice of parameters works in a lot of different situations. We think
that it provides a more local information of the flow variation and it preserves better the flow discontinuities but at the
same time the obtained flow is quite smooth, moreover the PDE model is very flexible in order to introduce in the model
image constraints, time regularization, etc.. The main limitation of the PDE method we tested here is that it requires
stable light conditions to work properly. So some processing can be needed as we show in the case of real PIV flow. A
shape oriented technique based on a multiscale structure tensor information seems to be not appropiate for flow image
sequence. In the case of real PIV, the images has not local shape information to be used for comparison. In the case of
satellite sequence, the shape of the boundary of the clouds changes a lot across the time and the STE method produces
a lot of noise in the flow estimation.

The results presented in this work are qualitative. In order to be more precise in the method comparison, in the future
we will test these algorithms using ground truth information on the optic flow and in another image fluid sequences in
collaboration with other FLUID project partners.

With the satellite images, there are 2 quite obvious improvements we can try concerning the PDE model and that
we will like to study in the future. The first one is to combine the information of several channels in the same model,
the second one is to introduce a temporal smoothing in the model. Formally, let be a family {f i(t, x, y)}i=1,..,N of image
sequence attributes (for instance, the different channels), let be h̄(t, x, y) = (u(t, x, y), v(t, x, y)) the trajectory follows for
the point (x, y) across the sequence from an initial time t0. We note by x̄ = (t, x, y), then we can estimate h̄(t, x, y) by
minimizing the energy

E(h) =

N
∑

i=1

wi

∫ t

t0

∫

Ω

(

∂

∂t

(

f i(x̄ + h̄(x̄))
)

)2

dx +

∫ t

t0

∫

Ω

Ψ
(

∇f i,∇h
)

dx. (17)

where wi ≥ 0 are the weights for the different image attributes and Ψ
(

∇f i,∇h
)

defines the regularity which involves

the derivatives of f i and h.
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S006 synthetique PIV flow S007 real PIV flow

Channel c0.81 satellite sequence Channel c10.8 satellite sequence

Figure 1: Some of the test sequences we use in this paper
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expected flow results with PDE method

result with COR method result with STE method

Figure 2: S001 synthetic sequence (uniform displacement) arrow optic flow representation

u - flow component. PDE method u - flow component. COR method u - flow component. STE method

v - flow component. PDE method v - flow component. COR method v - flow component. STE method

Figure 3: S001 synthetic sequence (uniform displacement) optic flow components (u,v) representation
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expected flow results with PDE method

result with COR method result with STE method

Figure 4: S002 synthetic sequence (Poiseuille flow) arrow optic flow representation

u - flow component. PDE method u - flow component. COR method u - flow component. STE method

v - flow component. PDE method v - flow component. COR method v - flow component. STE method

Figure 5: S002 synthetic sequence (Poiseuille flow) optic flow components (u,v) representation
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expected flow results with PDE method

result with COR method result with STE method

Figure 6: S003 synthetic sequence (Lamb-Oseen flow) arrow optic flow representation

u - flow component. PDE method u - flow component. COR method u - flow component. STE method

v - flow component. PDE method v - flow component. COR method v - flow component. STE method

Figure 7: S003 synthetic sequence (Lamb-Oseen flow) optic flow components (u,v) representation
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expected flow results with PDE method

result with COR method result with STE method

Figure 8: S004 synthetic sequence (Sink flow) arrow optic flow representation

u - flow component. PDE method u - flow component. COR method u - flow component. STE method

v - flow component. PDE method v - flow component. COR method v - flow component. STE method

Figure 9: S004 synthetic sequence (Sink flow) optic flow components (u,v) representation
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expected flow results with PDE method

result with COR method result with STE method

Figure 10: S005 synthetic sequence (vortex flow) arrow optic flow representation

u - flow component. PDE method u - flow component. COR method u - flow component. STE method

v - flow component. PDE method v - flow component. COR method v - flow component. STE method

Figure 11: S005 synthetic sequence (vortex flow) optic flow components (u,v) representation
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expected flow results with PDE method

result with COR method result with STE method

Figure 12: S006 synthetic sequence (flow around a cylinder) arrow optic flow representation

u - flow component. PDE method u - flow component. COR method u - flow component. STE method

v - flow component. PDE method v - flow component. COR method v - flow component. STE method

Figure 13: S006 synthetic sequence (flow around a cylinder) optic flow components (u,v) representation
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Real PIV flow Original Image 1 Real PIV flow original Image 2

Real PIV flow normalized Image 1 Real PIV flow normalized Image 2

Figure 14: Real PIV image preprocessing normalization with σ = 16.
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expected flow results with PDE method

result with COR method result with STE method

Figure 15: S007 real PIV flow sequence (without preprocessing), arrow optic flow representation.

u - flow component. PDE method u - flow component. COR method u - flow component. STE method

v - flow component. PDE method v - flow component. COR method v - flow component. STE method

Figure 16: S007 real PIV flow sequence (without preprocessing) optic flow components (u,v) representation
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expected flow results with PDE method

result with COR method result with STE method

Figure 17: S007 real PIV flow sequence (with preprocessing σ = 16), arrow optic flow representation.

u - flow component. PDE method u - flow component. COR method u - flow component. STE method

v - flow component. PDE method v - flow component. COR method v - flow component. STE method

Figure 18: S007 real PIV flow sequence (with preprocessing σ = 16), optic flow components (u,v) representation
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Natl c0.81 sequence, frame 48 results with PDE method

result with COR method result with STE method

Figure 19: NAtl c0.81 satellite sequence, arrow optic flow representation

u - flow component. PDE method u - flow component. COR method u - flow component. STE method

v - flow component. PDE method v - flow component. COR method v - flow component. STE method

Figure 20: NAtl c0.81 sequence, optic flow components (u,v) representation
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Natl c10.8 sequence, frame 48 results with PDE method

result with COR method result with STE method

Figure 21: NAtl c10.8 satellite sequence, arrow optic flow representation

u - flow component. PDE method u - flow component. COR method u - flow component. STE method

v - flow component. PDE method v - flow component. COR method v - flow component. STE method

Figure 22: NAtl c10.8 sequence, optic flow components (u,v) representation
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Natl c6.25 sequence, frame 48 results with PDE method

result with COR method result with STE method

Figure 23: NAtl c6.25 satellite sequence, arrow optic flow representation

u - flow component. PDE method u - flow component. COR method u - flow component. STE method

v - flow component. PDE method v - flow component. COR method v - flow component. STE method

Figure 24: NAtl c6.25 sequence, optic flow components (u,v) representation
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Natl c7.35 sequence, frame 48 results with PDE method

result with COR method result with STE method

Figure 25: NAtl c7.35 satellite sequence, arrow optic flow representation

u - flow component. PDE method u - flow component. COR method u - flow component. STE method

v - flow component. PDE method v - flow component. COR method v - flow component. STE method

Figure 26: NAtl c7.35 sequence, optic flow components (u,v) representation
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AfGG c0.81 sequence, frame 48 results with PDE method

result with COR method result with STE method

Figure 27: AfGG c0.81 satellite sequence, arrow optic flow representation

u - flow component. PDE method u - flow component. COR method u - flow component. STE method

v - flow component. PDE method v - flow component. COR method v - flow component. STE method

Figure 28: AfGG c0.81 sequence, optic flow components (u,v) representation
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AfGG c10.8 sequence, frame 48 results with PDE method

result with COR method result with STE method

Figure 29: AfGG c10.8 satellite sequence, arrow optic flow representation

u - flow component. PDE method u - flow component. COR method u - flow component. STE method

v - flow component. PDE method v - flow component. COR method v - flow component. STE method

Figure 30: AfGG c10.8 sequence, optic flow components (u,v) representation
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AfGG c6.25 sequence, frame 48 results with PDE method

result with COR method result with STE method

Figure 31: AfGG c6.25 satellite sequence, arrow optic flow representation

u - flow component. PDE method u - flow component. COR method u - flow component. STE method

v - flow component. PDE method v - flow component. COR method v - flow component. STE method

Figure 32: AfGG c6.25 sequence, optic flow components (u,v) representation
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AfGG c7.35 sequence, frame 48 results with PDE method

result with COR method result with STE method

Figure 33: AfGG c7.35 satellite sequence, arrow optic flow representation

u - flow component. PDE method u - flow component. COR method u - flow component. STE method

v - flow component. PDE method v - flow component. COR method v - flow component. STE method

Figure 34: AfGG c7.35 sequence, optic flow components (u,v) representation
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